INDIVIDUAL PASTRY
20 pc/cs

A lovely creation filled with alternating
layers of puff pastry and creamy custard,
this savory treat is a sweet complement to
that morning cup of java or afternoon tea.

PA013

OTHER PASTRIES

PA004

DARK CHOC ECLAIR
15 pc/cs

This delicate, oblong-shaped pastry with
a beautiful dark-chocolate icing shell is
embedded with the creamiest custard
cream. It’s perfect on-the-go or for those
sit-down moments you want to savor.

CARAMEL FLAN
PA077

CHOC DIP CANOLIES

12 pc/cs

The simplest ingredients unite to create
a sensation of great heights in this lush,
caramelized dessert. Take pleasure in
the pure simplicity; yet indulge in its
sophisticated style.

NEW

RED VELVET
PA111

20 pc/cs

A gorgeous burst of red dances with
decadent chocolate and luscious creamcheese frosting to present a sliver of
heaven.

NEW
PA178
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CARAMEL & SEA SALT

20 pc/cs

Pure vanilla flavor plays up a classic vanilla
bean buttercream to match in this creamy
and dreamy heavenly cupcake.

NEW
20 pc/cs

In the mood for something fruity and flirty?
A citrus kick pumps up the excitement in
this chocolate treat.

20 pc/cs

DOUBLE CHOCOLATE
20 pc/cs

This one will make you sit up and take
notice. The java twist in this cup of joy will
lure, entice, and hook you.

* Specifications and decorations in this catalog
are subject to change without notice.

PA119

Topped with creamy icing and caramel
drizzles, Le Chef turns an ordinary cupcake
into the extraordinary.

NEW
ESPRESSO

PA179

12 pc/cs

Thick, scrumptious ricotta cheese fills this
popular Italian pastry, which is embedded
in a fluffy, delicious shell. One simply isn’t
enough.

VANILLA BEAN

PA114

ORANGE CHOCOLATE

PA081

CUPCAKE

NAPOLEON

ICON
DESCRIPTION

PA182

20 pc/cs

What’s better than chocolate? Double the
chocolate. You’re going to love every little
crumb of this scrumptious treasure.

NO

SUGAR

ADDED

all natural

no sugar
added
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